Introduction
I magine a teacher who has just had a good teaching experience. Looking back at a semester of work, it seems clear that the course affected the language, thoughts, and actions of the students. What is more, the intellectual universe of the teacher was challenged at times, blurring the line between "teacher" and "student." Everyone in the class had an opportunity to learn something and to share something that the others did not know. While all participants may not have come to the same conclusions, they shared challenges and changes of mind that could not be anticipated when the course first started.
Add to the surprise that the course was taught in a prison. I have become accustomed to hearing teachers say, "Wowwhat an amazing class-I had no idea that was possible in prison" after their first experience teaching on the inside. This is good news for teachers in a world in which education is considered by most non-academics to be a bore (OECD 2000) . It also clashes with the common image of prisons as places of mindless drudgery and decay. I am skeptical of the "good classroom experience" in prison teaching; this essay sets out to provide interrogations and explanations of this phenomenon. My perspective on prison teaching draws upon five years of organizing college-in-prison programs in Illinois. Over the past five years, mostly while in graduate school, I helped organize a new college-in-prison program at the University of Illinois. The design of the program was informed by several meetings with college-in-prison organizers from around the country.
1 Once the program was up and running, I organized a national conference on higher education in prison in 2010. 2 The conversation continued during the following year at a conference hosted at the University of Washington in 2011. Today, I teach college classes in an Illinois prison through a university and a community college. These experiences with teaching in prison, and my critical reading of mass incarceration in the United States, inform the theoretical assumptions upon which my ideas rest.
The central premise of this paper is that many types of teacher, including those who are critical of prison itself, can have positive experiences teaching on the inside. This paper is written for collegelevel instructors who, I assume, hold no malice toward incarcerated students (an awkward assumption, but a necessary one). 3 In other words, I have written this paper for teachers who intend to teach beyond the required G.E.D. level curriculum found in most state prisons, 4 in the interest of helping incarcerated men and women achieve higher education. I provide several perspectives on the various ways in which teachers understand the politics of teaching in prison. The way teachers describe their work, and thus think about their work, influences how they do their work. In this sense, different explanations of teaching correspond to different types of teacher.
I see two main types of prison teacher. One sees prison as an important, though ultimately arbitrary, site for higher education to take place. The other looks at the prison classroom critically, as a specific site of political struggle in the era of mass incarceration. Both can see the disempowerment of their incarcerated students, but the two respond differently when confronted with the realities of prison. The pages that follow explore how different teachers respond to the issues of isolation, oppression, and dialogue in prison. I argue that the critical educator is more likely to intervene and advocate for incarcerated students. This is what distinguishes a radical teacher from one who is merely surprised that prison can be a context for higher education. My intention is to provide a frame of reference that juxtaposes an intense-but-uncritical classroom with a constellation of starting points for radical teaching in prison.
Isolation
Prison teaching takes places in a remote setting. Incarcerated students live in a profoundly isolated context compared to students in the wider society who have freedom of movement, public libraries, internet access, etc. Most educators I have met teaching higher education in prison have been motivated to reduce what they perceive to be crippling effects of isolation on incarcerated populations.
Paradoxically, the isolation of prison teaching from the rest of society is also what makes for such a stimulating classroom experience. Consider the scarcity of meeting opportunities: a single, weekly, three-hour convergence is often the only time for the group to meet in a shared space with the teacher. Even if two or three meetings can be arranged, remote rural prisons make it difficult to schedule additional meetings, such as office hours, while maintaining campus commitments. Prison systems discourage most forms of self-organization of incarcerated people based on the stated aim of undermining gang activity. Students cannot telephone or email a classmate to ask a question about homework in prison. Students' interactions are constrained by the randomized pattern of cellmate assignments, meal schedules, exercise yard meetings, and so on. Teachers coming from campus also have to figure out how to process prison experiences in relative isolation from their colleagues -most campus faculty will have no idea what goes on in a prison classroom. Teacher and student are isolated from each other: no email, no phone calls, no office hours on campus. Classroom meetings become concentrated events in which all issues must be addressed, or postponed until the following week.
That is not to say there is an absence of desire to connect, only that it is stifled and permuted. Teachers whose curricula address provocative issues may find their students returning a week later with quite a lot to say. There is no internet to cross-reference the course materials so the reading process itself becomes isolated. 5 An isolated reading can easily become a misreading. When a teacher introduces an unheard-of subject, the resources they provide may be the only reference the students have. It would seem logical, then, to treat the isolation of the prison context as a handicap.
The situation could alternatively be described as a suspension of interferences from the outside that otherwise would distract attention away from the classroom subject. It is not only the campus Wi-Fi that is absent, but also the socializing, partying, and so on. From my observation, the isolation allows for a deep level of reflection on the coursework. The small island of shared time in the prison classroom becomes the one-andonly opportunity to interact, so teachers and students have to choose their words carefully and make the most of the limited exchange they are allowed. Given that many common forms of exchange are absent in prison, the communication that can occur is all the more important. A teacher may thus end up viewing isolation merely as an enhanced condition for studying. The poverty of stimulus could be seen as a resource for generating an undistracted student body, easily provoked and with plenty of time to do homework. In this view, the isolation is not considered a context for evolving radical changes of mind, but for teachers to deposit their talking points. I have commonly heard people proclaim surprise at the abilities of their incarcerated students, which they proceed to explain in terms of their students' isolation from the distractions of the free world. This may be an accurate observation, but radical teaching does not consist in mere curricular retention. The radical potential of the prison classroom is realized in the unfolding of new pathways and discourses of change.
Radical educators may be more inclined to use the isolation of prison as critical distance for reflection. The value of isolation has been noted in activist teaching contexts, such as the Black Mountain College (Zommer and House 2007) . The Highlander Folk School, noted for its contributions to union organizing and civil rights activism, also found benefits to teaching in an isolated rural setting (Glen 1996, 114) . These schools worked with urban faces in rural spaces. The same could be said of college-in-prison. In fact, this phenomenon is common: conferences, workshops, and retreats are deliberately located outside of the everyday geography of their participants. It could be treated as a geographic analogy to Bertolt Brecht's "alienation effect".
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Displaced from the participants' natural home environment, people can discover new potentials precisely because no one is in their "comfort zone." Rather than only using isolation as a handicap or time for study, critical prison educators can take the opportunity to deconstruct and reconstruct knowledge that is otherwise stable in the broader society.
Oppression
At a forum on prison teaching a few years ago, a colleague who spent a decade teaching in prisons said that he had not seen any racism in prison. Let us call this a claim of colorblindness-a rhetorical maneuver that makes it seem as though antiracist pedagogies are a source of racism themselves because they look at education in the context of historical and institutional racism. Colorblindness is a theory that tries to hide the fact that it is a theory. It is an outgrowth of the sort of positivism that has long been criticized in education (Giroux 1983) , wherein teachers are chiefly concerned with curricular proficiencies and are blind to power and privilege. The Introduction to this issue of Radical Teacher describes some of the scope and effects of racialized mass incarceration; in this section I describe how teachers can use the prison classroom to challenge the status quo relationship to power that prevails in society. I argue that radical teachers should use the opportunity to call out multiple oppressions, of which incarceration itself is one. Incarcerated students need to see that their knowledge can be used to solve problems, including the problems of reconstructing oneself as a person with social power.
It takes courage and skill to bring up power dynamics as a topic for conversation in prison. It is not a neutral environment: race, class, gender, sexual orientation, and "offender status" are all explicit parts of the power dynamics of prison. It is especially important for a teacher to articulate awareness of these issues if she hopes to push back against racialized mass incarceration. Basic things taken for granted on the outside (say: love, good food, or an affordable phone call) are generally absent for incarcerated students. This second-class status is not impacted by a person's decision to educate oneself. Kathy Boudin, reflecting on her attempts to organize critical literacy and AIDS education while incarcerated in New York, put it well: "I found that the primary tendency of the system was to define me as a prisoner" (1993, 226) . The enforced distinction between officers and prisoners is the core distinction of the prison system. Incarcerated people are taught not to assert any authority or even quasi-authority in prison affairs. Compare this to the sense of entitlement and independence found and encouraged in campus undergraduates. Teachers have to adjust to the fact that incarcerated students have very different needs, and there is no simple path to empowering students who are locked up in an institution designed to oppress them. If a prison teacher intends to intervene in the experience of oppression, it is crucial that they say so. There seems to be an intuitive tendency to remain somehow "politely silent" on the issue of disempowerment, seemingly out of respect for the dignity of incarcerated students, but it is folly to think that one can be an empowering teacher while remaining silent about the obvious power imbalances. One of the roles of radical teaching is to expose the silence on power relations as a phenomenon of choice.
Unfortunately, when the inequalities and power dynamics of prison are not discussed, teachers cannot construct accurate explanations for the behavior they see. Incarcerated students are navigating a completely different set of problems and decisions than campus students. They are fighting with cramped quarters, the noise of cellblocks and utter resourcedeprivation. The solution is not to treat prison as a hostile wilderness that can be conquered or liberated by outsiders. Prisons are not wild; they are predictable and institutional, and access to the lives of people inside involves becoming part of the institution. Whether we like it or not, we are all agents of a wider system. I am white, I have the privilege to leave the prison, and (ultimately) I have power over the incarcerated while I am in prison.
But as a prison teacher I am also a part of the system that can resist the system. Prison educators have to recognize that they are not separate from the power structure-they cannot escape it, they can only respond within it.
The power dynamics of prison force the prison teacher to answer the question "whose side am I on?" An incarcerated student once told me that I gained my rapport with my students the day I mentioned police brutality in class (i.e. I appeared to be on "their side" simply by being a non-prisoner who acknowledged police misconduct). Conversely, I have wondered about the question of taking sides in relation to Paulo Freire's (1972) warning against "sectarianism". He argued that sectarianism slows down the historical process, as the various "us" and "them" groups close themselves in "circles of certainty" (Freire 1972, 17-18) . While advocating for the incarcerated may seem to be taking sides, the means by which prison educators advocate for the incarcerated can include negotiating with the "other" side. Prison routines are perpetuated in cycles of certainty, but as a nonincarcerated teacher I can challenge the prison to allow resources into my classroom. Ultimately, I wish our society did not use prisons to solve its problems. But I choose to teach in prisons during the era of mass incarceration, and I advocate for my students by working to expand opportunities for change and growth, while orienting the prison classroom beyond of the possibilities found in the prison mentality and dichotomies.
When college professors choose to leave a resourced campus to drive to an environment of un-freedom, some may assume the mere presence of a concerned teacher is liberatory. It may be tempting, upon seeing the enthusiasm of incarcerated students, to think of them as hostages that are somehow released to freedom in the classroom. It may be tempting for White teachers in particular to think of themselves as some sort of liberatory race traitor, but the teacher always speaks from the perspective of the teacher's culture, from the position of the teacher's power. As bell hooks (1994) and others have thoroughly argued, teachers have to critique their positionality: all perspectives are limited and biased according to their particular position. Indeed, the very idea that a person could go into a prison and see themselves as potentially liberating people shows how quickly the skewed power politics of the prison classroom can intoxicate a well-intended liberal.
If we are determined to have liberatory pedagogy in prison, it will have to proceed in an un-deterministic manner. That means abandoning vanguardist proselytizing for the left, and being open to the possibility that the most important lesson from a college course can be in the dynamics of interaction between the classroom participants. At the first college-in-prison program I encountered, a man was brave and open enough to complain that most people offering programs inside the prison had a religious or political agenda. He was speaking truth to power and I was the power he could speak to at that moment. I reflected on what the man said. One of the power dynamics that has to be called out (and avoided) is when students are objectified by people with a pre-determined agenda-there is no social change in giving commands to incarcerated people, even if the person giving the commands is well-read on the subject of mass incarceration and trying to act in the interest of the incarcerated.
I look askance when I see prison educators assuming that providing resources about the oppression of prison itself is necessarily useful or empowering to their students. Prison is one of the main things about which incarcerated students can teach the university. I recall a wellmeaning first-time prison teacher, excitedly proposing a creative writing course that used critiques of prison such as The New Jim Crow (Alexander 2010) and Are Prisons Obsolete? (Davis 2003) . The course was to be completely focused on prison-related books. The book selection reflected the critical perspective of the teacher, but I questioned whether it would help teach creative writing to people who already have years of lived experience in prison. I asked, "The only way you will explore writing is through prison literature? Are you sure the students want to read about prison? Are you concerned that you might usurp the students' domain of experience?" Creating a critical prison classroom requires more than a simple addition of prison literature to a course for campus undergraduates. A radical transformation of the system will not come in the form of an answer from the outside, but from mutual exchange and problem solving in such a way that new coalitions can form. How can people solve problems in prison? Khalif Williams of the Institute for Humane Education once challenged me to seriously plan in advance how there can be meaningful steps taken on the issues raised in the classroom. He recommended against raising issues or problems unless the group could take steps toward addressing the issue within the scope of the class, workshop, or course. 9 For example, raising critical awareness on the existence of dress codes with a group of students who are themselves required to maintain a dress code is not likely to feel empowering. There are countless problems for which the voices of the incarcerated are wanted and needed, 10 and this is where radical classroom experiences can unfold.
Dialogue
Spoken words are, in a sense, public property. Incarcerated people have lots of time to hold discussions with each other. When a classroom discussion occurs, it is going to be compared to the other discussions in the prison. When a classroom dialogue contrasts sharply with the discussions available in other parts of prison life, it is an opportunity to reflect on the differences. Teachers are in a position to invite connections between the classroom discussion and the network of meanings circulating in a prison, which may help incarcerated students evolve their discussions outside of the classroom.
The potential for mutual exchange, dialogue, and dialectics has been a part of democratic theories of education since John Dewey (1916) . The construction of a classroom dialogue can quickly become messy. Who gets to speak and who gets to be heard? Are college professors ready to listen to the lived experiences of incarcerated students? Even Michel Foucault, on the eve of his historic critique of the prison (1975), grappled with and ultimately abandoned a project aimed at amplifying the voices of French prisoners (Brich 2008) . The same issues will haunt a prison educator attempting to allow space for diverse views to be expressed in a prison classroom.
According to Freire (1992) teachers always have authority, but they must not become authoritarian. Nor can they allow exaggerated forms of permissiveness that so de-center the teacher's authority as to undermine the concrete aims of education. Teaching must not be something done to the incarcerated student, nor misconstrued as something done for the incarcerated student, but with them. "We need neither authoritarianism nor permissiveness, but democratic substance" (Freire 1992, 113) . Freire calls on teachers to acknowledge their non-neutrality while opening the classroom to the nonneutrality of the students. The praxis of education is precisely the synthesis of these two poles held in dialectical tension. When students are acted upon they are treated as objects; prison teachers have to work within an environment of objectification. When students act upon the world, they realize their role as human subjects. The question of radical teaching hinges on whether the pedagogy treats the students like objects or subjects. Teachers are more vulnerable when they treat students as subjects because the expression of human subjectivity is unpredictable. The potential for non-deterministic interactions, for dialogue, in the classroom must be initiated by the teacher, but it cannot be actualized without the voice of the students. In the mutual recognition of shared self-interest in the dialogue the interaction can drift into pathways of humanization (i.e. realization of subjectivity). Alternatively, the classroom can become a space of implementing course objectives: without any intended maliciousness, a teacher can constrain the interaction so that only the teacher's desired outcomes are possible. The result may appear to be "academic excellence" but it will only reflect the teacher's subjectivity expressed through objectified students.
The prison classroom is affected by teachers' attitudes toward social binaries such as teacher/student and guard/ prisoner. Schooling transcends its institutional framework when these binaries flip in that the instructor learns and the learner, in a sense, instructs. Prisons will not formally allow such a trading of roles, and in fact most teaching contexts that I have seen tend to discourage it. Prison can be especially rigid in its role requirements: you can be banned from prison if you are deemed to be overly friendly or "fraternizing" with incarcerated people, for instance. This is a confounding problem for critical educators who are inclined to challenge, via their scholarship and their practice, the essential binaries of the dominant paradigm.
The prison cannot be re-purposed as a site for transformation of social consciousness without attacking its logical type. I have never heard of a prison that will accept the entrance of professors on the basis of those professors challenging their own positionality and becoming students in the presence of incarcerated people who teach. Many prisons reject the idea that incarcerated people can "instruct" each other at all, though there is considerable gray area within which peer instruction takes place.
11 Prisons must maintain the social category of prisoner; it is simply a matter of definition. To abolish prisoners would mean the abolition of prison.
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Educators interested in radically dismantling the prison down to its conceptual categories need to figure out how to talk about it without getting kicked out of prison if they want to teach on the inside.
Dialogue itself can create the potential for experiences that are not circumscribed only by the goals of a school or prison, and in this sense there is potential for radical change when incarcerated students' subjectivities orient classroom pedagogy.
While a facilitated dialogue on a course topic may produce dramatic discussions in a prison setting, the limitation of the discourse to teacher-initiated subjects draws the line across which radical teaching occurs. I use the word radical to refer to a change in the premise of a system. In this sense, the radical teacher departs from any pre-determined agenda and may arrive at a place where the premises of the system are seemingly inoperative.
Conclusion
I have attempted to show how different understandings of the isolation of prison, the issue of oppression, and the potential for classroom dialogue highlight the difference between a merely intense prison experience and a radical intervention that contributes to social transformation in the prison context. Though the continuum of prison teachers cannot easily be reduced to radical versus non-radical types, I have attempted to set up a dialectical tension between pedagogical positions in order to show how intense experiences can either lead to radical change, or reinforcement of existing prison norms.
The isolation of incarcerated students is antisocial and negatively impacts the students' abilities to function after they are released from prison. Bringing a college course inside prison walls inherently reduces this isolation. The intense response that a college course may receive in prison can be an exciting experience to any teacher who is enthusiastic about teaching. For the radical teacher, it not only makes teaching easier, it also adds a burden of responsibility. For incarcerated students, a college course not only offers a chance to study formal curriculum, but also an opportunity to connect with people who live outside the prison and think outside the prison mentality. Outside information can be crucial for keeping perspective during a long prison sentence. Teachers face the challenge of matching student enthusiasm with classroom projects that connect to the world with which the incarcerated have lost contact.
When comparing prison and campus populations it is clear that the prison has disproportionately more poor people of color. Many teachers, coming from privileged backgrounds, will be interested in their incarcerated students' writing about experiences on the streets, or using non-academic English. This could be an opportunity to create intercultural exchanges that were not possible before or during the students' incarceration, nor in the life of the teacher. Working in prison can lead teachers to see themselves differently, and the positionality of the teacher can provide unique perspectives on prison life. In contrast to the dominant image of the assimilationist multicultural classroom, prison teachers should feel compelled to move away from merely celebrating diversity within the existing system of domination. Radical teachers can develop critical prison classrooms that encourage intercultural exchange in opposition to the regressive stratification of society that has occurred under mass incarceration.
If we want to challenge the prison system in the era of mass incarceration by means of teaching college classes in prison, we must learn how to hear the students' articulation of what is needed. We have to embrace the students' interests where they are, and listen to what they need to get somewhere with their work. It is in the braiding of the voices of teachers and students, literally bridging the gap between the college-track and the prison-track, that we can construct new coalitional politics to challenge the system. In sum: prison oppresses people in isolation and this interferes with the ability of abolitionists to build a movement with incarcerated people in the United States. By taking these issues head on, radical post-secondary education is a good candidate for building new efforts to counter-act mass incarceration. 3 Many college educators are interested in teaching courses in prison because they are non-compulsory opportunities for incarcerated adults to take thoughtful action in moving their lives in a new direction. If I were to write about the malicious disciplinarians found in some prisons and schools I would not refer to them as "teachers." For those who see nothing more in an incarcerated person than the crime they were convicted of, this paper will be of little interest. For a more thorough discussion of education under the auspices of the "correctional ethos" see Davidson (2001) .
4 "A national survey of adult correctional education facilities indicated that 40 of the 41 responding states offered ABE and GED instruction, with average availability rate within state's institutions of 91% and 92%, respectively" (Foley and Gao 2004, 7) .
5 There are a few exceptional cases of programs going to great lengths to provide digital resources. Though there is no internet inside prison, a recent article described a method used to allow incarcerated students to search the Grinnell College library catalog without the internet. The data services librarian at Grinnell found a way to do this using freely-licensed software (Bauder 2012) . Given that considerable technical skill, in addition to security clearance, would be required for such an operation, it is likely to remain rare.
6 It is worth asking whether the opposite is true: does unfettered access to professors' emails, course websites, Wikipedia, etc. potentially backfire and distract campus students from deeper levels of reflection?
7 Sometimes referred to as the "distancing effect" this technique consisted in removing things from their seemingly "natural" context in order to remind people of the artificiality of the theater experience.
8 Victor Rios (2011, 13-14) articulates a critique of what he calls the "jungle book trope"-roughly, an "outsider" drifts into a group of savages, they accept the outsider and eventually come to make the outsider their leader, then the outsider returns to civilization to tell about it. This is a colonial fairy tale. of this idea. In personal correspondence with Williams, he recalled the idea that "you should never just raise awareness and explore issues without a plan to take positive action" was an idea that was central to the approach of the Institute for Humane Education, and its founder Zoe Weil.
10 Students themselves are an excellent source of such actionable issues. Some that I have seen in the prison context: a Spanish translation of the student manual that came out of a linguistics class; a biology class that produced a field guide to the flora and fauna of a prison; course on theories of education in which the final student projects involved trying different styles of content presentation.
11 There are powerful examples of how incarcerated people have helped generate educational programs where otherwise there would be none (Boudin 1993; Kilgore 2011). 12 Angela Davis (2003) and Critical Resistance have spent decades demonstrating the new horizons of thought that become possible with an abolitionist imagination.
"I don't think we were glorifying here. We have to have a sense of humor about what we're going through or we won't get through this. We have to see the funny parts. Sometimes that's even better than focusing on the bad all the time."
SpeakOut writer, residential teen workshop "I just went to go that one day but then we got the pens, paper, and folder. That is like gold in here. It's like coffee and lotion. . . . Girls would kill in here for that stuff. Just kidding. But if one girl loses her pen, we all know which one is ours-even though they are all the same."
SpeakOut writer, women's jail workshop A s these two writers illustrate, the regulatory mandates of carceral spaces often mediate the possibility of situating literacy as activism. Writing topics are filtered. Common writing tools are strictly controlled. This essay will highlight our work as facilitators of SpeakOut writing workshops, a community literacy project that seeks, first, to provide a safe and encouraging space for confined writers to understand their relationship to the larger world and, second, to increase public awareness on issues of incarceration and social justice through publication.
1 As teachers in carceral institutions, we have found that our goal to promote literacy as an active and critical response to confinement is sometimes challenged by instituRewriting Confinement: Feminist and Queer Critical Literacy in SpeakOut! Writing Workshops
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